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Czechoslavakia a mint and used accumulation/stock of issues
housed in stock pages, approval books, etc. Runs from early to
modern and note a range of overprints including blocks with
"VZOREC" both normal, inverted and double. If genuine are
quite valuable. Inspect. Est. Realization ....................
$200.00
France mounted collection of 1870 German Occupation issues
on a pair of exhibition pages. Includes mint #N1-4, N6-7, N8-14,
used N1-5, N5a, N7, N12 with cancels Colmar, Strasbourg,
Rixheim, Mariakirch, Sebring-Wendel, and Mulhausen. All
appear fine-very fine but the usual thins that are found on these.
Inspect Est. Realization .............................................
$250.00
German Occupation of Alsace collection of issues from
1889-1945 with 14 stamps and 14 covers assembled
on album pages. Fine-very fine and much useful. Inspect.
Est. Realization..........................................................
$100.00
German States - Baden a used collection of issues from 1851 to
1868 assembled on album pages. Note great numeral and cds
cancels. Fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization .......
$100.00
German States - Baden a used collection of Revenue issues
mounted on album pages. Shows the amazing inflation situation
from 1919-1924 with stamps running from 20pf to 100 million.
A great collection of unusual material, fine-very fine.
Est. Realization..........................................................
$75.00
German States - Bavaria a mint and used collection of issues
from 1840's to 1920's assembled on album pages with regular and
Official issues, great numeral cancels in earlier, etc. Fine-very
fine. Inspect Est. Realization .....................................
$150.00
Germany all mint accumulation/stock of Semi-postal issues
housed in dealer sales cards. Runs from 1960 through 1993 and
mostly in complete sets. Very fine mint, never hinged
$592.65
Germany a mint and used accumulation of issues from early to
Federal Republic. Includes used #33, 688, 695, 683, 701, range of
regular and semi-postal sets, mint #9NB6-7, never hinged #723,
734, 793-97, etc., etc. Generally fine-very fine and nice, clean
collectible material. Inspect .......................................
$556.65
Germany all mint selection of commemorative issues from
1990-1995 assembled in dealer sale cards. Very fine, never
hinged ........................................................................
$410.00
Germany a mint and used collection of issues from 1870's to
1990's mounted on album pages. Note sets and singles with both
regular and semi-postal issues, filled with nice cds cancels in all
eras. Fine-very fine Est. Realization..........................
$275.00
Germany a nice used collection of issues from 1950's to
1990's assembled on album pages. No duplication and
filled with regular issue sets and singles. Mostly very fine.
Est. Realization..........................................................
$200.00
Germany a mostly used collection of Berlin 1948 through
1990 assembled on album pages. Filled with both regular and
semi-postal issues in sets and singles. Fine-very fine. Inspect.
Est. Realization..........................................................
$200.00
Germany a mint and used collection of Third Reiche era issues
mounted on album pages. Note sets and singles with both regular
and semi-postal issues, filled with nice cds cancels. Fine-very
fine Est. Realization ..................................................
$200.00
Germany a mint and used collection of Berlin issues 1949 to
1990 housed in a Schaubek hingeless album. Begins with first
overprints and contains 660+ stamps and 7 souvenir sheets
including a full sheet of #9N120. Generally fine-very fine.
Inspect Est. Realization .............................................
$100.00
Germany a mint and used collection of Federal Republic issues
housed in a Lighthouse hingeless album. Runs from 1945 to 2004
(pages to 1992) with 1,260+ stamps and 9 souvenir sheets.
Generally fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization .....
$100.00
Germany accumulation of issues housed in dealer sales pages,
approval pages, binders, etc. Good variety with much never
hinged present. Inspect Est. Realization ....................
$100.00
Germany nice clean used collection of Federal Republic issues
running from 1987 to 2002 and Berlin issues 1980 to
1990 housed in a KA-BE album. We note regular and semi-postal
issues, souvenir sheets, etc. Routinely fine-very fine.
Est. Realization..........................................................
$100.00
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Germany mostly used collection of issues 1920's through
2004 housed in a stock book. Contains hundreds of stamps, both
regular and semi-postal issues and filled with useful cancels.
Also saw issues of Berlin and DDR, fine-very fine. Inspect.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$50.00
Germany all used accumulation/stock of issues running from
#45/1187 housed in glassines filling an envelope. Contains
hundreds of stamps with the usual range of nice cancels. Inspect
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$40.00
Israel accumulation of about 800 First Day Covers, mostly
earlier and about half have tabs. Some minor duplication will be
found but overall a nice clean group, mostly cacheted and
unaddressed. Inspect Est. Realization ........................
$250.00
Japan all used accumulation/stock of issues running from about
the 1930's to the 1990's sorted by number and filed in glassine
envelopes filling nine glassine boxes. There's likely tens of
thousands of stamps and who knows what a close inspection will
reveal. Est. Realization...............................................
$100.00
Latvia collection of 95 different issues from 1994 to 2001
mounted on Philatelic Bureau souvenir pages. Very fine. Inspect
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$40.00
Marshall Islands issues of 1984 to 1989 likely complete used on
Philatelic Bureau pages with description of issue. Very fine and
attractive. Inspect Est. Realization .............................
$75.00
Netherlands lovely mint and used collection of issues 1864-2002
housed in a pair of Davo albums. Includes used #4, 5, 7-10, 21,
83a, 98, 100, 161-63, B4-8, B16-24, earlier mint #17, 25, B33-53,
and more with a high degree of completion from 1940 onward.
Includes regular and semi-postal sets, souvenir sheets,
booklet panes, etc. Fine-very fine, nice clean collection. Inspect
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$500.00
Netherlands collection of about 550 First Day Covers from 1952
to 2005 with a high degree of completion housed in 7 volumes.
Better earlier (addressed) include NVPH #E9, 12, 17, 18, 20-23,
26, 28-50 then mostly complete. A couple of the earlier
mentioned are unaddressed and all are cacheted. Nice group that
is routinely fine-very fine, or very fine. Shipping weight 10kg.
Inspect Est. Realization..............................................
$350.00
Netherlands all mint accumulation of 25 different regular
issue and semi-postal souvenir sheets. Very fine mint, never
hinged .........................................................................
$154.25
Netherlands a group of 50+ covers from stampless to WWII era.
Wide range of material including registered to Argentina,
censored, etc. Inspect Est. Realization .......................
$150.00
Netherlands accumulation of 65+ intact booklets mainly from
1950's onward, (one earlier with one stamp removed). Very fine,
never hinged. Inspect Est. Realization .......................
$125.00
Netherlands a group of 120 First Day Covers issued
1955 through 1986 from NVPH #E21/E239. Both addressed
and unaddressed and minimal duplication. Fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$100.00
Netherlands accumulation of 55+ covers 1930's to 1980's
(mostly 1950's), all flight related with plenty of KLM First or
Commemorative flights, balloon flights, etc. Fine-very fine and
many franked with #C11 Est. Realization ..................
$50.00
Netherlands Colonies accumulation of used issues from early to
modern housed in glassines, sales cards, etc. in a shoe box. Note
useful Dutch Indies, Suriname, etc. Useful range of cancels on
earlier. Inspect Est. Realization ..................................
$35.00
Palau issues of 1983 to 1990 likely complete used on Philatelic
Bureau pages with description of issue. Very fine and attractive.
Inspect Est. Realization..............................................
$75.00
Russia accumulation of hundreds of sets and souvenir sheets
mounted on approval pages filling a box. Contains issues
mainly from the 1960's and 1970's and routinely very fine.
Inspect Est. Realization..............................................
$50.00
Russia accumulation of hundreds of sets and souvenir sheets
mounted on approval pages filling a box. Contains issues
mainly from the 1960's and 1970's and routinely very fine.
Inspect Est. Realization..............................................
$50.00
Russia accumulation of hundreds of sets and souvenir sheets
mounted on approval pages filling a box. Contains issues
mainly from the 1960's and 1970's and routinely very fine.
Inspect Est. Realization..............................................
$50.00
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Russia accumulation of hundreds of sets and souvenir sheets
mounted on approval pages filling a box. Contains issues
mainly from the 1960's and 1970's and routinely very fine.
Inspect Est. Realization .............................................
$50.00
Russia accumulation of hundreds of sets and souvenir sheets
mounted on approval pages filling a box. Contains issues
mainly from the 1960's and 1970's and routinely very fine.
Inspect Est. Realization .............................................
$50.00
Russia accumulation of hundreds of sets and souvenir sheets
mounted on approval pages filling a box. Contains issues
mainly from the 1960's and 1970's and routinely very fine.
Inspect Est. Realization .............................................
$50.00
Russia accumulation of hundreds of sets and souvenir sheets
mounted on approval pages filling a box. Contains issues
mainly from the 1960's and 1970's and routinely very fine.
Inspect Est. Realization .............................................
$50.00
Russia accumulation of hundreds of sets and souvenir sheets
mounted on approval pages filling a box. Contains issues
mainly from the 1960's and 1970's and routinely very fine.
Inspect Est. Realization .............................................
$50.00
United States accumulation of likely a few hundred
covers, pre-1900 to about 1940's. Good variety though
condition is some what mixed. Inspection sure to be rewarded
Est. Realization..........................................................
$100.00
United States small but interesting array of stamp and covers
with mint #RW6 (creased), 1914 Red Cross label on pc,
1906 transatlantic cover to France "S.S. Amerika," etc. Inspect
Est. Realization..........................................................
$75.00
United States collection of plate blocks housed in a
Harris album plus mint and used issues on pages. Much of
use with a catalogue over $450. Fine-very fine. Inspect.
Est. Realization..........................................................
$75.00
United States all used collection/accumulation of issues from
early to modern plus back-of-the-book housed in five three ring
binders. Includes higher value definitives, souvenir sheets, blocks
of four, etc. Fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization..
$75.00
United States large shoebox full of stamps, all off paper with
likely tens of thousands. Inspect Est. Realization......
$65.00
United States accumulation of 40+ covers, early to modern
including #35 on reduced Ladies cover to Canada, eight with
early Xmas seals, etc. Inspect Est. Realization ..........
$50.00
United States a group of 18 annual souvenir collections
issued by USPS from 1972/1988, very fine mint, never hinged
Est. Realization..........................................................
$50.00
United States accumulation of about 5,000 precancels
with a wide variety of types and cities. Inspect.
Est. Realization..........................................................
$50.00
United States Vermont Cigarette Tax stamps, 7,200 copies on the
original roll. Inspect Est. Realization.........................
$50.00
United States selection of about 900 pre-1900 postal stationery
cut squares. Good for cancels with towns, corks, numerals, etc.
Inspect Est. Realization .............................................
$50.00
United States all used accumulation of 100 packets of 100
stamps each (10,000 total stamps). Includes commemoratives and
definitives. Inspect Est. Realization...........................
$40.00
United States accumulation of about 1,200 precancels
including over 50 blocks of four. Good variety. Inspect.
Est. Realization..........................................................
$40.00
United
States
accumulation
of
1,150
precancels
including small towns, Postage Dues, inverts, etc. Inspect.
Est. Realization..........................................................
$40.00
United States accumulation of 208 mint precancels, all original
gum and mostly never hinged. Includes large number of Postage
Dues and lots of small towns. Inspect Est. Realization
$35.00
United
States
carton
full
of
on-paper
mixture
Floor Sale Only..........................................................
$0.00
United
States
carton
of
on
paper
mixture.
Floor Sale Only..........................................................
$0.00
United
States
carton
of
on
paper
mixture.
Floor Sale Only..........................................................
$0.00
United
States
carton
of
on
paper
mixture.
Floor Sale Only..........................................................
$0.00
United States carton full of stamps and covers with about $500
catalogue in mint singles, used plate blocks, etc. Note two
volumes of covers and more. Inspect! Floor Sale Only
$0.00
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United
States
carton
filled
with
stamps
sorted
by number into envelopes filling four long trays. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
$0.00
United
States
carton
of
on
paper
mixture.
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
$0.00
United
States
carton
full
of
on-paper
mixture.
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
$0.00
Vatican City a two volume mint collection of issues 1931-1998.
Sparce in earlier but includes a few useful higher values from
sets, #55-60, and a good deal of completion onward with sets,
souvenir sheets, and the odd intact booklet. Very fine mint and
much is never hinged Est. Realization .......................
$200.00
Vatican City a group of about 300 First Day Covers issued
from the 1960's to the 1990's. All cacheted with sets and
souvenir sheets as issued. Unaddressed and very fine. Inspect
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$100.00
Vatican City accumulation of 150+ First Day Covers, maxim
cards, or commercial mail (to addresses in Canada or South
Africa) from the 1960's. Inspect Est. Realization......
$50.00
Vatican City a group of First Day Covers issued from
the 1980's through 2000. Cacheted and mostly unaddressed with
a good range of Pope John Paul II material. Very fine.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$50.00
Worldwide a used accumulation of mainly higher catalogue
items with United States #37, New Brunswick #1, New Zealand
#82, 119, 192, Great Britain seven different between #39/65,
Newfoundland #C1 with forged overprint. Condition very mixed,
inspection recommended ............................................ $1,402.50
Worldwide interesting selection of various country
accumulations. Includes mint British Commonwealth ($200),
mint never hinged France issues 1980-81 ($80), used Ireland
($80), Canada plate blocks ($250), and general Worldwide mint
and used ($134). Useful group, fine-very fine. Inspect
$666.00
Worldwide interesting mint and used accumulation/collection
of the ordinary to the unusual. Includes selection of 1841-2000
issues (228) on five stock cards (catalogued by Gibbons
at £1127); a Great Britain selection from 1841 onwards
(102 stamps, £505); a used Worldwide selection (132 stamps,
Scott cv $903); Iraq embargo issue on parcel cards to
Australia or New Zealand (£252); Kuwait used collection (86
stamps, £205); Indonesia group of rebel issues and Moluccas
(151 stamps); Iraq more embargo period issues including
some blocks of four (£369); Egypt 1953 13m red strip of
four with double overprint; Thailand 1941 5b imperforate proof
of the frame only; and Bangladesh Revenue selection of
imperforate issues. A nice group worthy of the time for a close
review. Est. Realization..............................................
$500.00
Worldwide an eclectic accumulation of mint and used stamps
housed in envelopes, dealer sales cards, etc. Includes
accumulations of Canada with 1,600+ and 1,800+ different each,
Russia accumulation of over 1,000 different, various world
accumulations, etc. The catalogue value will likely run $6,000 ++
so this should be a bargain at the estimate. Worth the time for a
close review Est. Realization .....................................
$500.00
Worldwide carton full of 26 country collections assembled in
folders. Note Austria, Australia, Malaya, Switzerland, etc. Nice
clean group. Inspect Est. Realization .........................
$400.00
Worldwide property as received in carton with stamps in three
volumes, small stock book and box. An old-time collection in a
Challenge album holds the most promise with a useful selection
of Great Britain including earlier Victorian with cancels, 2sh6p,
5p and 10p KGV Britannia issues, two copies of 1929 KGV £1
UPU issue (very fine appearing but creases visible on reverse),
plus earlier Colonial, European, and Latin American material.
The condition is very mixed but a close review is well worth the
time. Inspect Est. Realization.....................................
$200.00
Worldwide a miscellaneous accumulation of singles and sets
from a range of countries housed on stock pages, album pages,
etc., etc. Note Canada used ½¢ to 15¢ Large Queens (ex. 5¢),
#106a mint Admiral booklet pane, Great Britain #139-140 (2 of
each) and much more. Generally fine-very fine and a close
review will no doubt be rewarded Est. Realization ....
$200.00
Worldwide selection of various country collections including
British Area, Canada and U.S.A., Russia, Switzerland, Thailand,
etc. Inspect Est. Realization .......................................
$150.00
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Worldwide a stock of singles and sets from mainly
European countries including Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
Luxembourg, and Poland. Filled with mint, mint never hinged
and used with hundreds of items in total. Fine-very fine. Inspect
Est. Realization..........................................................
$100.00
Worldwide accumulation of used stamps filling a box. There has
to be tens of thousands of stamps and all look to be fine-very fine
with a great variety of countries. Est. Realization .....
$100.00
Worldwide varied accumulation filling a carton. Note range of
Germany with regular and imperforate issues, selection of
Newfoundland and other interesting. Close look could be
rewarded! Est. Realization.........................................
$100.00
Worldwide interesting group including 13 Cyprus documents
1920's-1940's bearing stamps or Royal seals; Ecuador 1936 and
1939 Columbus Centenary overprints, imperforates, etc. (25);
India collection of 960+ Matchbox labels (over 850 different);
India Revenue collection 1860's to 1970's (Barefoot £220); and
India mint and used higher value blocks of four. Fine-very fine.
Inspect Est. Realization .............................................
$100.00
Worldwide a mint and used (mostly mint) selection in six dealers
sales books. Nice clean material though looks like mostly lower
values. Inspect Est. Realization .................................
$75.00
Worldwide mainly used collection of issues from
"A to Z" countries mounted on a variety of album pages
filling a box. Thousands of stamps in total with a wide variety
and strong topical appeal. Generally fine-very fine. Inspect.
Est. Realization..........................................................
$75.00
Worldwide miscellaneous accumulation of mint and used stamps
and covers in a stock book. Note a useful range of Netherlands
material with postal cards, mint sets, etc., some Vatican City
issues and a set of Canada Millennium issue souvenir sheets.
Inspect Est. Realization .............................................
$75.00
Worldwide large shoebox full of stamps, all off paper with likely
tens of thousands. Inspect Est. Realization................
$75.00
Worldwide small but interesting group of mint and used stamps.
We note Netherlands #1 used with town cancel, Switzerland #73
mint block, #B357 mint block with "teardrop" variety, United
States used #26, 150, 309, 310. Some mixed condition though
most is fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization .........
$65.00
Worldwide mint and used accumulation of mostly complete sets
mounted on approval pages. Good range of topicals and
thousands of stamps Est. Realization.........................
$50.00
Worldwide accumulation of 50+ covers, either military or
censored running from WWI era to 1990's. Some mixed
condition in earlier as expected, but overall a nice group. Inspect
....................................................................................
$50.00
Worldwide accumulation of several hundred post cards
filling a large shoe box. Early to modern. Inspect.
Est. Realization..........................................................
$50.00
Worldwide accumulation of thousands of stamps assembled on
about 80 stock pages. Inspect Est. Realization ..........
$50.00
Worldwide accumulation of about 250 covers, mostly First Days
from various countries. Good variety with a range of topicals,
sets, etc. Fine-very fine Est. Realization...................
$50.00
Worldwide accumulation of covers with Israel (15) 1970's and
mostly different FPO's; and Japan (19) with earlier including
postal cards. Fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization
$50.00
Worldwide accumulation of covers filling a box. Note
Luxembourg First Days, South Africa registered, etc. Nice and
clean. Inspect Est. Realization ...................................
$50.00
Worldwide accumulation of about 250 covers, mostly First Days
from various countries. Good variety with a range of topicals,
sets, etc. Fine-very fine Est. Realization...................
$50.00
Worldwide accumulation of about 250 covers, mostly First Days
from various countries. Good variety with a range of topicals,
sets, etc. Fine-very fine Est. Realization...................
$50.00
Worldwide accumulation of about 250 covers, mostly First Days
from various countries. Good variety with a range of topicals,
sets, etc. Fine-very fine Est. Realization...................
$50.00
Worldwide accumulation of about 250 covers, mostly First Days
from various countries. Good variety with a range of topicals,
sets, etc. Fine-very fine Est. Realization...................
$50.00
Worldwide accumulation of about 250 covers, mostly First Days
from various countries. Good variety with a range of topicals,
sets, etc. Fine-very fine Est. Realization...................
$50.00
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Worldwide accumulation of about 250 covers, mostly First Days
from various countries. Good variety with a range of topicals,
sets, etc. Fine-very fine Est. Realization ...................
$50.00
Worldwide accumulation of about 250 covers, mostly First Days
from various countries. Good variety with a range of topicals,
sets, etc. Fine-very fine Est. Realization ...................
$50.00
Worldwide accumulation of about 250 covers, mostly First Days
from various countries. Good variety with a range of topicals,
sets, etc. Fine-very fine Est. Realization ...................
$50.00
Worldwide accumulation of about 250 covers, mostly First Days
from various countries. Good variety with a range of topicals,
sets, etc. Fine-very fine Est. Realization ...................
$50.00
Worldwide a collection of sets and souvenir sheets housed on
two volumes with slipcases (unmatching). Note a range of useful
material from a variety of countries. Generally fine-very fine with
much never hinged present. Inspect Est. Realization .
$50.00
Worldwide accumulation of about 250 covers, mostly First Days
from various countries. Good variety with a range of topicals,
sets, etc. Fine-very fine Est. Realization ...................
$50.00
Worldwide accumulation of about 250 covers, mostly First Days
from various countries. Good variety with a range of topicals,
sets, etc. Fine-very fine Est. Realization ...................
$50.00
Worldwide mint and used accumulation of mostly complete sets
mounted on approval pages. Good range of topicals and
thousands of stamps Est. Realization .........................
$50.00
Worldwide mint and used accumulation of mostly complete sets
mounted on approval pages. Good range of topicals and
thousands of stamps Est. Realization .........................
$50.00
Worldwide accumulation of about 250 covers, mostly First Days
from various countries. Good variety with a range of topicals,
sets, etc. Fine-very fine Est. Realization ...................
$50.00
Worldwide accumulation of about 250 covers, mostly First Days
from various countries. Good variety with a range of topicals,
sets, etc. Fine-very fine Est. Realization ...................
$50.00
Worldwide accumulation of about 250 covers, mostly First Days
from various countries. Good variety with a range of topicals,
sets, etc. Fine-very fine Est. Realization ...................
$50.00
Worldwide mint and used accumulation of mostly complete sets
mounted on approval pages. Good range of topicals and
thousands of stamps Est. Realization .........................
$50.00
Worldwide mint and used accumulation of mostly complete sets
mounted on approval pages. Good range of topicals and
thousands of stamps Est. Realization .........................
$50.00
Worldwide mint and used accumulation of mostly complete sets
mounted on approval pages. Good range of topicals and
thousands of stamps Est. Realization .........................
$50.00
Worldwide mint and used accumulation of mostly complete sets
mounted on approval pages. Good range of topicals and
thousands of stamps Est. Realization .........................
$50.00
Worldwide accumulation of about 250 covers, mostly First Days
from various countries. Good variety with a range of topicals,
sets, etc. Fine-very fine Est. Realization ...................
$50.00
Worldwide accumulation of about 250 covers, mostly First Days
from various countries. Good variety with a range of topicals,
sets, etc. Fine-very fine Est. Realization ...................
$50.00
Worldwide mint and used accumulation of mostly complete sets
mounted on approval pages. Good range of topicals and
thousands of stamps Est. Realization .........................
$50.00
Worldwide mint and used accumulation of mostly complete sets
mounted on approval pages. Good range of topicals and
thousands of stamps Est. Realization .........................
$50.00
Worldwide accumulation of about 250 covers, mostly First Days
from various countries. Good variety with a range of topicals,
sets, etc. Fine-very fine Est. Realization ...................
$50.00
Worldwide mint and used accumulation of mostly complete sets
mounted on approval pages. Good range of topicals and
thousands of stamps Est. Realization .........................
$50.00
Worldwide accumulation of about 250 covers, mostly First Days
from various countries. Good variety with a range of topicals,
sets, etc. Fine-very fine Est. Realization ...................
$50.00
Worldwide mint and used accumulation of mostly complete sets
mounted on approval pages. Good range of topicals and
thousands of stamps Est. Realization .........................
$50.00
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Worldwide accumulation of about 250 covers, mostly First Days
from various countries. Good variety with a range of topicals,
sets, etc. Fine-very fine Est. Realization...................
$50.00
Worldwide mint and used accumulation of mostly complete sets
mounted on approval pages. Good range of topicals and
thousands of stamps Est. Realization.........................
$50.00
Worldwide mint and used accumulation of mostly complete sets
mounted on approval pages. Good range of topicals and
thousands of stamps Est. Realization.........................
$50.00
Worldwide mint and used accumulation of mostly complete sets
mounted on approval pages. Good range of topicals and
thousands of stamps Est. Realization.........................
$50.00
Worldwide accumulation of about 250 covers, mostly First Days
from various countries. Good variety with a range of topicals,
sets, etc. Fine-very fine Est. Realization...................
$50.00
Worldwide mint and used accumulation of mostly complete sets
mounted on approval pages. Good range of topicals and
thousands of stamps Est. Realization.........................
$50.00
Worldwide accumulation of about 250 covers, mostly First Days
from various countries. Good variety with a range of topicals,
sets, etc. Fine-very fine Est. Realization...................
$50.00
Worldwide a selection of intact booklets from various
countries including Great Britain and Channel Islands, Norway,
Japan, etc., etc. Very fine mint, never hinged. Inspect.
Est. Realization..........................................................
$45.00
Worldwide miscellaneous accumulation of thousands of stamps
stuffed into a large shoe box. Note a useful selection of Canada
with RPO cancels and who knows what else is in the bottom!
Inspect Est. Realization .............................................
$45.00
Worldwide a used accumulation/stock of issues from various
countries packed in glassines, sales cards, etc. Fine-very fine and
while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection may
yield surprises Est. Realization..................................
$40.00
Worldwide a used accumulation/stock of issues from various
countries packed in glassines, sales cards, etc. Fine-very fine and
while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection may
yield surprises Est. Realization..................................
$40.00
Worldwide a used accumulation/stock of issues from various
countries packed in glassines, sales cards, etc. Fine-very fine and
while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection may
yield surprises Est. Realization..................................
$40.00
Worldwide a used accumulation/stock of issues from various
countries packed in glassines, sales cards, etc. Fine-very fine and
while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection may
yield surprises Est. Realization..................................
$40.00
Worldwide a used accumulation/stock of issues from various
countries packed in glassines, sales cards, etc. Fine-very fine and
while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection may
yield surprises Est. Realization..................................
$40.00
Worldwide a used accumulation/stock of issues from various
countries packed in glassines, sales cards, etc. Fine-very fine and
while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection may
yield surprises Est. Realization..................................
$40.00
Worldwide a used accumulation/stock of issues from various
countries packed in glassines, sales cards, etc. Fine-very fine and
while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection may
yield surprises Est. Realization..................................
$40.00
Worldwide a used accumulation/stock of issues from various
countries packed in glassines, sales cards, etc. Fine-very fine and
while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection may
yield surprises Est. Realization..................................
$40.00
Worldwide a used accumulation/stock of issues from various
countries packed in glassines, sales cards, etc. Fine-very fine and
while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection may
yield surprises Est. Realization..................................
$40.00
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Worldwide a used accumulation/stock of issues from various
countries packed in glassines, sales cards, etc. Fine-very fine and
while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection may
yield surprises Est. Realization ..................................
$40.00
Worldwide a used accumulation/stock of issues from various
countries packed in glassines, sales cards, etc. Fine-very fine and
while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection may
yield surprises Est. Realization ..................................
$40.00
Worldwide a used accumulation/stock of issues from various
countries packed in glassines, sales cards, etc. Fine-very fine and
while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection may
yield surprises Est. Realization ..................................
$40.00
Worldwide a used accumulation/stock of issues from various
countries packed in glassines, sales cards, etc. Fine-very fine and
while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection may
yield surprises Est. Realization ..................................
$40.00
Worldwide accumulation of 324 private perfins, mostly Great
Britain and United States (inc. precancels with perfin). Inspect
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$40.00
Worldwide a used accumulation/stock of issues from various
countries packed in glassines, sales cards, etc. Fine-very fine and
while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection may
yield surprises Est. Realization ..................................
$40.00
Worldwide a used accumulation/stock of issues from various
countries packed in glassines, sales cards, etc. Fine-very fine and
while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection may
yield surprises Est. Realization ..................................
$40.00
Worldwide a used accumulation/stock of issues from various
countries packed in glassines, sales cards, etc. Fine-very fine and
while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection may
yield surprises Est. Realization ..................................
$40.00
Worldwide a used accumulation/stock of issues from various
countries packed in glassines, sales cards, etc. Fine-very fine and
while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection may
yield surprises Est. Realization ..................................
$40.00
Worldwide a used accumulation/stock of issues from various
countries packed in glassines, sales cards, etc. Fine-very fine and
while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection may
yield surprises Est. Realization ..................................
$40.00
Worldwide interesting box full of covers. Wide range of
material, we note everything from Canada with R.P.O.
cancels, interesting German to ordinary commercial mail. Inspect
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$40.00
Worldwide a used accumulation/stock of issues from various
countries packed in glassines, sales cards, etc. Fine-very fine and
while there is duplication there is a great deal of variety with
hundreds (if not thousands) of stamps. Close inspection may
yield surprises Est. Realization ..................................
$40.00
Worldwide accumulation of various mint and used issues stuffed
into a shoebox. Thousands. Inspect Est. Realization..
$35.00
Worldwide accumulation of thousands of stamps filling a large
shoe box. Inspect Est. Realization..............................
$30.00
Worldwide large shoebox filled with thousands of stamps.
Inspect Est. Realization..............................................
$30.00
Worldwide all used accumulation of thousands of stamps in two
boxes; one is mostly Canada definitives, the other useful
Netherlands. Inspect Est. Realization.........................
$30.00
Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper.
A conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$25.00
Worldwide shoebox stuffed with stamps on and off paper,
covers, etc. Inspect Est. Realization ...........................
$25.00
Worldwide a miscellaneous accumulation of stamps and covers
housed in a shoebox. Inspect Est. Realization............
$25.00
Worldwide miscellaneous accumulation of used stamps and
covers stuffed into a shoebox. Inspect Est. Realization
$25.00
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Worldwide shoebox full of stamps all off paper, thousands.
Inspect Est. Realization .............................................
$25.00
Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper.
A conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine
Est. Realization..........................................................
$25.00
Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper.
A conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine
Est. Realization..........................................................
$25.00
Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper.
A conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine
Est. Realization..........................................................
$25.00
Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper.
A conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine
Est. Realization..........................................................
$25.00
Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper.
A conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine
Est. Realization..........................................................
$25.00
Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper.
A conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine
Est. Realization..........................................................
$25.00
Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper.
A conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine
Est. Realization..........................................................
$25.00
Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper.
A conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine
Est. Realization..........................................................
$25.00
Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper.
A conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine
Est. Realization..........................................................
$25.00
Worldwide miscellaneous accumulation housed in glassines,
sales cards, etc. filling a box. Thousands. Inspect.
Est. Realization..........................................................
$25.00
Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper. A conservative
estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine Est. Realization
.................................................................................... $25.00
Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper.
A conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine
Est. Realization..........................................................
$25.00
Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper.
A conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine
Est. Realization..........................................................
$25.00
Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper.
A conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine
Est. Realization..........................................................
$25.00
Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper.
A conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine
Est. Realization..........................................................
$25.00
Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper.
A conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine
Est. Realization..........................................................
$25.00
Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper.
A conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine
Est. Realization..........................................................
$25.00
Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper.
A conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine
Est. Realization..........................................................
$25.00
Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper.
A conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine
Est. Realization..........................................................
$25.00
Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper.
A conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine
Est. Realization..........................................................
$25.00
Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper.
A conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine
Est. Realization..........................................................
$25.00
Worldwide large shoebox filled with loose stamps in bags, on
stock sheets, etc. Inspect Est. Realization..................
$25.00
Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper.
A conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine
Est. Realization..........................................................
$25.00
Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper.
A conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine
Est. Realization..........................................................
$25.00
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Worldwide small plastic tub filled with several thousands of
stamps, mostly off paper and mostly from Canada and Great
Britain Est. Realization ..............................................
$25.00
Worldwide accumulation of stamps all off paper.
A conservative estimate is likely 5,000 stamps. Fine-very fine
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$25.00
Worldwide carton full of bundleware, stamps on pages, etc.
Inspect Floor Sale Only..............................................
$0.00
Worldwide carton filled with miscellaneous including United
States bundleware. Inspect Floor Sale Only ...............
$0.00
Worldwide carton accumulation of stamps housed in 10 stock
books. Inspect Floor Sale Only...................................
$0.00
Worldwide large carton filled with boxes of stamp mixtures.
Inspect Floor Sale Only..............................................
$0.00
Worldwide property as received in three volumes with
U.S.A. in Harris Liberty album, Great Britain housed in
a stuffed three ring binder, and a general world collection. Inspect
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
$0.00
Worldwide accumulation of several thousands stamps assembled
in various dealer made country packets. Inspect .........
$0.00
Worldwide well packed carton with stamps in albums, stock
books, etc. Inspect Floor Sale Only ............................
$0.00
Worldwide carton filled with various remainders. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
$0.00
Worldwide carton full of various collections. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
$0.00
Worldwide large plastic tub filled with just about everything!
Inspect Floor Sale Only..............................................
$0.00
Worldwide carton full of miscellaneous with USA on paper
mixture, Canada and USA annual souvenir collections (no
stamps), etc. Inspect Floor Sale Only .........................
$0.00
Worldwide a large suitcase (yes, a suitcase!) full of stamps.
Inspect Floor Sale Only..............................................
$0.00
Worldwide two cartons filled with some stamps but mostly
useful literature. Inspect Floor Sale Only ...................
$0.00
Worldwide carton with stamps in stock books and an album.
Inspect Floor Sale Only..............................................
$0.00
Worldwide carton full of stamps in stock books, albums,
approval pages, etc. Inspect Floor Sale Only..............
$0.00
Worldwide carton full of miscellaneous stuff. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
$0.00
Worldwide carton full of covers, some stamps. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
$0.00
Worldwide carton full of on paper mixtures and some covers.
Inspect Floor Sale Only..............................................
$0.00
Worldwide carton full of stamps in stock books, envelopes, etc.,
etc. Inspect Floor Sale Only .......................................
$0.00
Worldwide
carton
full
of
various
remainders.
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
$0.00
Worldwide carton full of various remainders and remnants in
binders, glassines, etc. Inspect Floor Sale Only..........
$0.00
Worldwide carton full of remnants, mainly stamps on album
pages. Inspect Floor Sale Only ...................................
$0.00
Worldwide carton full of stamps sorted into envelopes, glassines,
etc. Inspect Floor Sale Only .......................................
$0.00
Worldwide carton full of loose and unsorted stamps. Inspect
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
$0.00
Worldwide
carton
full
of
various
remainders.
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
$0.00
Worldwide carton with a 2 volume Supreme Global
collection plus British Asia in a Scott Specialty album. Inspect
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
$0.00
Worldwide
carton
full
of
stamps.
Inspect.
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
$0.00
Worldwide carton full of on paper mixture. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
$0.00
Worldwide two cartons full of remainders and other stuff
including a full set of 2002 Scott catalogues. Inspect Floor Sale
Only ............................................................................
$0.00
Worldwide box full of on paper mixture. Note useful British
Pacific area. Inspect Floor Sale Only .........................
$0.00
Worldwide carton full of remainders and other stuff. Inspect
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
$0.00
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Worldwide carton full of miscellaneous remainders. Inspect
Floor Sale Only..........................................................
$0.00
Worldwide carton full of collections and remainders. Inspect
Floor Sale Only..........................................................
$0.00
Worldwide box full of stamps and covers. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only..........................................................
$0.00
Worldwide carton full of mainly First Day Covers. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only..........................................................
$0.00
Worldwide property as received filling a carton. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only..........................................................
$0.00
Worldwide carton full of on-paper mixture from Canada, Great
Britain, and U.S.A. About 10 lbs Floor Sale Only .....
$0.00
Worldwide estate property as received in a carton. Worth a look
as we note Canada and United States "face" material, range of
covers from 1930's onward, loose stamps, stamps in albums, etc.
Inspect Floor Sale Only .............................................
$0.00
Worldwide huge carton full of covers. Saw commercial mail,
First Days, registered, advertising, etc. Plan time to inspect,
there's plenty of value here! Floor Sale Only.............
$0.00
Worldwide
carton
full
of
covers.
Inspect.
Floor Sale Only..........................................................
$0.00
Worldwide carton full of boxes with various on/off paper
mixtures Floor Sale Only...........................................
$0.00
Worldwide carton full of collections, remainders, and other
miscellaneous. Inspect Floor Sale Only .....................
$0.00
Worldwide carton full of miscellaneous covers. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only..........................................................
$0.00
Worldwide large and heavy carton filled with good stuff. We see
stamps in dealer pages, bundles, on and off paper, etc., etc.
Inspect Floor Sale Only .............................................
$0.00
Worldwide large carton full of miscellaneous remainders.
Inspect Floor Sale Only .............................................
$0.00
Worldwide carton full of miscellaneous with stamps.
in bags, containers, etc. Albums and more. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only..........................................................
$0.00
Worldwide carton full of mixtures and other interesting. Inspect
Floor Sale Only..........................................................
$0.00
Worldwide miscellaneous accumulation as received with stamps
covers, etc. Note range of WWII era covers with various
markings. Inspect Floor Sale Only.............................
$0.00
Worldwide two cartons full of stuff with covers, old back issues
of The Canadian Philatelist, albums and who knows what's at the
bottom. Inspect Floor Sale Only ................................
$0.00
Worldwide carton full of collection remainders. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only..........................................................
$0.00
Worldwide
carton
full
of
various
remainders.
Floor Sale Only..........................................................
$0.00
Worldwide property as received in carton with stamps in albums,
stock books, loose, etc. Inspect Floor Sale Only........
$0.00
Worldwide the balance of a consignment in a
carton with mint booklets, Vatican and other covers. Inspect
Floor Sale Only..........................................................
$0.00

WORLDWIDE STAMPS
FRANCE
238
#15, 1854 20c blue (shades) Emperor Napoleon issue tied to 18
covers with frankings from 1855 through 1861 mounted on
exhibition pages. Great range of towns, RPO's, etc. Mostly finevery fine. Inspect Est. Realization .............................
$100.00
239
#26, 1862 20c blue Emperor Napoleon issue, four
copies tied by bold numeral 15 in star cancels, Paris R. Bonaparte
25/Oct/64 cds to Barcelona, Spain, red boxed PD, b/s Espana/La
Junquera 7/Oct/64 and Barcelona 9/Oct/64. Very fine.
Est. Realization..........................................................
$40.00
240
France #26, 1862 20c blue Emperor Napoleon issue,
four copies (2 pairs) tied by bold numeral 15 in star cancels, Paris
R. Bonaparte 12/OCT/67 cds to Barcelona, Spain, red boxed
PD, b/s 2A SECTION and Barcelona 14/OCT/67. Very fine.
Est. Realization..........................................................
$40.00
241
France #26, 1862 20c blue Emperor Napoleon issue,
four copies (strip and single) tied by bold star cancels, Paris R.
Bonaparte 6/Juil/66 cds to Barcelona, Spain, red boxed PD,
b/s oval 2A SECTION and Barcelona 29/JUL/66. Very fine.
Est. Realization..........................................................
$40.00
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242

France #26, 33, 1862 and 1867 20c blue Emperor
Napoleon issues tied to 20 covers with frankings from 1863
through 1870 mounted on exhibition pages. Wide variety of
cancels with towns, stars, numeral, RPO's, etc. Fine-very fine
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$100.00
243
France #58, 1871 25c blue Ceres issue tied to 12 covers with
frankings from 1873 through 1876 mounted on exhibition pages.
Wide range of cancels with cds, stars, numerals, RPO's, etc. Finevery fine Est. Realization ...........................................
$75.00
France #700/705, 1953 unissued 15fr Water Jousting Sports
244
issue trial colour proof pair in two different colours from top to
bottom, very fine mint, never hinged Est. Realization
$40.00
FRENCH COLONIES
245
#12, 1872 25c blue Ceres issue, trivial thin otherwise very fine
mint, original gum hinged ...........................................
$125.00
246
#J20, 1894 50c lilac imperforate Postage Due issue on Nov. 1903
cover used in Indo China. Bit of toning otherwise fine-very fine
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$100.00
LAOS
#493-98, 1983 Domestic Cats set complete in imperforate
247
blocks of four, very fine mint, without gum as issued.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$50.00
NETHERLANDS
248
#5, 1867 10c lake tied to folded letter by boxed Franco
cancel
to
Amsterdam.
Red
Rotterdam
1/NOV/67
cancel and red Amsterdam receiver on reverse. Very fine.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$25.00
249
#8, 1867 10c lake, a pair tied to folded letter by numeral 10
cancels Rotterdam 11/MEI/72 to Paris with various handstamps.
Very fine Est. Realization...........................................
$25.00
250
#B81/B568, all used selection of 29 Semi-postal sets (18
different) issued from 1935 through 1980. Fine-very fine used
.....................................................................................$100.45
251
#HG14, 2½c violet unused postal card overprinted SPECIMEN.
With Reply panel attached also o/p SPECIMEN. Very fine.
(Higgins and Gage #14) Est. Realization ...................
$25.00
POLAND
#42, 1919 5h light green Cracow issue, two copies with expert
252
mark on gum plus imperforate 10h, very fine mint, never hinged
.....................................................................................
$380.00
ROMAN STATES
253
#2, 6, 1852 1b black and green on 1856 cover and 5b black and
rose on 1863 cover. Both with various markings. Fine-very fine.
Inspect Est. Realization..............................................
$50.00
SAUDI ARABIA
254
#LJ4a, 1921 20pa red Hejaz Postage Due issue with double
overprint, very fine mint, lightly hinged .....................
$140.00
UNITED STATES
255
#11, 1851 3¢ dull red tied to folder letter by Manchester, NH
Jan. 26 1853 cancel to North Londonderry. Fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$25.00
256
#33, 1857 10¢ green Washington, type III, fine used ..
$300.00
257
#65, 1861 3¢ rose tied to three 1862-63 covers with Hanover,
Plymouth, and Rockland cancels, two with contents. Fine-very
fine Est. Realization ...................................................
$30.00
258
#94a, 1861 3¢ rose Washington issue, grill about (9 x 13mm),
fine-very fine unused without gum, paper hinge remnant $150.00
259
#297-299, 1901 5¢ to 10¢ Pan-American Expo issues, fine-very
fine mint, hinge remnants ...........................................
$375.00
#1949, 2521, 1982 20¢ Ram, a misperforated vertically pair, and
260
1991 "F" stamp misperforated diagonally. Very fine, never hinged
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$40.00

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH
COLLECTIONS AND LARGE LOTS
261

262

10

Alderney nice all mint collection of issues 1983 through 1995
assembled on Lindner hingeless album pages (144 stamps) plus a
selection of issues mostly sets with corner counters issued 1983
through 1992. Very fine mint, never hinged ...............
$341.60
Australia nice mint collection running from #200 onward
assembled on album leaves. Loaded with sets and better like #508
(1971 Xmas block). Clean and generally very fine, lightly
hinged. Face value is $279.55 plus a few earlier not counted.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$250.00
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Australia a mint and used collection of issues from early to
1990's housed in a pair of Gibbons albums. These two volumes
are stuffed with stamps including sets, singles, useful cancels, etc.
Inspect Est. Realization .............................................
$100.00
Australia annual souvenir collections issued by Australia
Post 1981-1986 complete, very fine mint, never hinged.
Est. Realization..........................................................
$50.00

278

Australia all used accumulation/stock of issues housed in
envelopes and a binder. Thousands of issues and mostly lower
catalogue value items, but all nice, clean, collectible stamps.
Inspect Est. Realization .............................................
$50.00
Australia carton of on paper mixture Floor Sale Only
$0.00
British Commonwealth interesting accumulation of various
including a Nepal collection with early stamps and covers,
Malaya area Postal History (20+ covers), India Revenues issues,
both stamps and one Telegraphs, India essays of Lion and Palm
Tree, Burma imperforate pair from Japanese Occupation, etc.
Inspect Est. Realization .............................................
$150.00
Channel Islands selection of intact booklets from Guernsey (49)
and Jersey (63). All different and run from first issues through
1995. Very fine mint, never hinged ............................
$601.65
Great Britain accumulation of issues running from KGV to QE
era. Includes #179(10), 180(3), 222-23, etc., etc. Worth the time
for a close look! Fine-very fine .................................. $1,482.25
Great Britain used selection of issues from Queen Victoria and
KEVII era including #4, 85, 102, 103, 113, 120, 121, 122(2),
126(2), 136, 137. Fine-very fine with a useful range of shades
and cancels. Inspect ................................................... $1,242.50
Great Britain lovely collection of Victorian issues assembled on
Gibbons pages showing a range of shades. Starts with 1854
engraved issues through 1892 Definitives. Includes used #8, 9,
14, 16, 26 (4), 27 (4), 28 (4), 34, 39 (3), 42 (2), 43 (11 copies,
various plates), 45 (4), 48, 49 (3), 50, 51, 52, 53 (2), 54, 55, 57
(plate 2), 58 (16 copies, various plates), 94, 95, 96 (4), 98-105,
107, 108, 122, mint #114, 121, 126. Full of various shades, plate
numbers, cancels and more. We spotted a few faults though
overall condition is mostly fine or fine-very fine. The owner
has catalogued this at over £10,000 and the Scott catalogue
value will equally be large. A close inspection will be rewarded
Est. Realization.......................................................... $1,000.00
Great Britain a mint and used collection of issues from King
Edward VII to QE era mounted in a Gibbons Windsor album.
Shows a wonderful range of shades in the earlier with KEVII
issues to 1sh, KGV Downie Heads, 1924 and 1925 Empire
Exhibition sets, Silver Jubilee set, KGVI includes #249-51A,
267-68, 275, 286-89, useful range of QE with regular and
phosphor issues and more. Few Channel Islands with German
Occupations, etc. Generally fine-very fine. High Gibbons
catalogue value. Inspect Est. Realization...................
$500.00
Great Britain selection of specialist's items (9) selected by
Gibbons numbers since they are unlisted by Scott. Includes
Gibbons #170 (QV with 14 dots), 233 (chalk surfaced paper),
275a (analine rose), 322a (perf error), 385a (reddish purple), 948
(block of five with one stamp missing or different gold colour),
and more. Interesting group with a Gibbons catalogue value over
£850 ...........................................................................
$400.00
Great Britain a selection of used issues from Queen Victoria to
King George V plus a few Offices. Collected by Gibbons
numbers thus a wide range of shades in some issues. Nice group
with QV issues to 1sh, KEVII to 1sh, KGV Downey Heads, nice
town cancels, etc. Generally fine-very fine. Gibbons catalogue
£1,250 Est. Realization..............................................
$300.00
Great Britain interesting used selection of issues from
KGV to QE era. Starts with 1912 definitives with Royal
Cypher w/m, 1924-26 definitives with Block Cypher w/m, KGVI
high values, about 45 various Postage Dues plus large grouping
of Machins and Regionals. Good lot for the Great Britain
specialist. High Gibbons catalogue. Fine-very fine. Inspect.
Est. Realization..........................................................
$150.00
Great Britain selection of 19 different Official overprinted
issues on Gibbons album pages. Includes used #O3,
O30, O36, O41, O45, mint #O61. Generally fine-very fine.
Est. Realization..........................................................
$150.00
Great Britain mounted collection of 1856-1879 "Penny Reds."
Contains 157 stamps with a useful range of cancels and plate
numbers, fine used. Inspect Est. Realization .............
$150.00
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Great Britain accumulation of intact booklets from
the QE era, very fine mint, never hinged. Face £113.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$150.00
Great Britain all used selection of hundreds of definitive and
commemorative issues running from King Edward VII through
the year 2005. All sorted into glassine envelopes and identified by
Gibbons catalogue numbers. Fine-very fine and the catalogue is
over £740. Est. Realization ........................................
$100.00
Great Britain small accumulation with KGVI booklet panes
mint, a few mint and used QE sets, but the value is in the KGVI
and early QE FDC's. They alone have a Booth catalogue value
over £160. Fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization....
$50.00
Great Britain all mint accumulation of QE era commemoratives
and machins, mostly as the owner received them from the
Philatelic Bureau. Very fine mint, never hinged and high £ face
total. Inspect Est. Realization.....................................
$50.00
Great Britain a two volume collection of mostly post WWII
covers including commercial mail, First Days, Special Events,
etc. Inspect Est. Realization .......................................
$50.00
Great Britain all used accumulation of thousands of issues,
QE era with definitives and commemoratives. Inspect.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$25.00
Great Britain accumulation of QE era commemoratives to the
1/9 value, owner count is about 800 stamps, very fine. Inspect
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$25.00
Great
Britain
carton
of
on
paper
mixture.
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
$0.00
Great Britain accumulation of mint and used issues housed in 7
envelopes. Includes QE booklet panes, strips, etc., Wildings with
graphite lines, various w/m's, high values to £5, Victorian, KEVII
and KGVI issues unsorted in envelopes, and more. There are
thousands of stamps here which the owner has partially
catalogued at £600. Inspect Est. Realization ..............
$100.00
Guernsey all mint collection of sets from 1969 to 1995 housed in
a Lighthouse hingeless album. Looks complete for the period
with 758 stamps. Very fine mint, never hinged ...........
$580.35
Guernsey all mint selection of gutter pairs issued from 1976 to
1987 housed on stock pages. Look to be mostly in complete sets
and all very fine mint, never hinged ...........................
$271.70
Guernsey all mint selection of gutter pairs issued from 1989 to
1993 housed on stock pages. Look to be mostly in complete sets
and all very fine mint, never hinged ...........................
$223.90
India accumulation of covers from KGVI onward with
commercial mail, postal stationary, States, etc. to a variety of
destinations, various rates, etc. Inspect Est. Realization $100.00
Isle of Man all mint collection of 1973-1995 issues (817)
housed in a Lighthouse hingeless album with sets, souvenir
sheets, and 38 different intact booklets. All very fine mint, never
hinged .........................................................................
$846.95
Malawi all mint collection of issues from 1964 to 1969
assembled on album leaves. Includes complete sets and souvenir
sheets from #1/113 and mostly complete for the period. Very fine
mint, lightly hinged .....................................................
$147.10
Malaya and Area accumulation of 130 covers, mostly King
George VI era with a few QE included. Note Malayan States,
Singapore, BMA, registered and many better frankings. Useful
group. Inspect Est. Realization...................................
$200.00
South Africa accumulation/collection of issues housed on album
and stock pages, in glassines, etc. with a wide range of useful
material. Fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization.......
$75.00

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH STAMPS
AUSTRALIA
295
#365a/1192B, selection of 7 different intact booklets and one
booklet pane. Very fine mint, never hinged ................
$106.00
GREAT BRITAIN
296
1870's De La Rue ink recipes for ultra blue tint no.'s 1 and 5 with
attached samples printed in the same colour. Inspect.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$150.00
297
#1, 1840 1p black Queen Victoria issue with clear to large
margins and red maltese cross cancel, very fine used .
$275.00
298
#1, 1840 1p black Queen Victoria issue, fine-very fine used with
three large margins and touching at right, red maltese cross
cancel ..........................................................................
$275.00
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#1, 1840 1p black Queen Victoria issue, fine-very fine used with
three large margins and touching at right, black maltese cross
cancel .........................................................................
$275.00
300
#1, 1840 1p black Queen Victoria issue, fine-very fine used with
three large margins and touching at bottom, red maltese cross
cancel .........................................................................
$275.00
301
#1, 1840 1p black Queen Victoria issue, fine used with
two large margins and touching at left and bottom. Intense black
shade ..........................................................................
$275.00
302
#1, 1840 1p black Queen Victoria issue, fine-very fine used with
three large margins and touching at right, black maltese cross
cancel .........................................................................
$275.00
303
#2, 1840 2p blue Queen Victoria issue with clear to huge margins
(portion of next stamp at top) and a black maltese cross cancel,
fine-very fine used .....................................................
$650.00
304
#2, 1840 2p blue Queen Victoria issue with clear to touching
margins and a smudged red cancel, a couple of minor thins
visible in fluid otherwise fine used ............................
$650.00
305
#3, 4, 1841 1p red brown (5) and 2p blue (3) on bluish paper, fine
used with shades ........................................................
$282.50
306
#29, 30, 1858-69 2p blue issue with plates 7, 8, 9 (3), 12, 13 (2),
14, 15, fine used Est. Realization ..............................
$357.50
307
#32, 1870 1½p dull rose, four copies plate 3, fine used $210.00
308
#51a, 1867 6p violet (plate 8) Queen Victoria issue on cover with
numeral 107 cancel Bradford/M4/DE 10/69/Yorks to Austria with
various Forwarding Agents and other transit strikes. Very fine.
Gibbons #108, £100 Est. Realization ........................
$75.00
309
#57, 1867 5sh rose, plate 2, fine used with R20 cancel
$975.00
310
#80, 1880 1½p red brown Queen Victoria issue, fine-very fine
mint, lightly hinged. Gibbons #167, £150 ..................
$175.00
311
#81, 1880 2p lilac rose Queen Victoria issue, fine-very fine mint,
lightly hinged. Gibbons #168, £200 ...........................
$225.00
312
#139, 139a, 1902 2sh6p lilac and dark violet KGVII issues, very
fine used .....................................................................
$315.00
313
#139, 141, 1902 2sh6p lilac and 10sh ultra King Edward VII
issues, couple shorter perfs on 10sh issue otherwise very fine
used. Gibbons #260, 265, £570 ..................................
$665.00
314
#140, 1902 5sh carmine rose KEVII issue, two copies, fine used
and very fine used ......................................................
$450.00
315
#142, 1902 £1 blue green King Edward VII issue, a couple
internal paper wrinkles otherwise fine used. ..............
$750.00
316
#152, 1911 1p pale carmine KGV Downy Head issue,
Die B with no cross on crown in the watermark, fine-very
fine mint, lightly hinged. Unlisted in Scott, Gibbons #330a, £500
Est. Realization..........................................................
$250.00
317
#173/180, selection of seven 2sh6p and two 5sh King George V
Britannia issues. Nice range of shades from yellow brown, dark
brown, chocolate, olive brown, etc. Very fine used. Gibbons
#405/416, £690 Est. Realization................................
$250.00
318
#173/224, selection of 15 1913-1934 KGV 2sh6p to 10sh
Britannia issues with various shades and cancels, fine-very fine
used ............................................................................ $2,042.50
#BK144, 1972 £1 Wedgewood intact booklet, very fine mint,
319
never hinged ...............................................................
$150.00
320
#BK150-152, 1986-88 £5 intact booklets for British Rail, P & O,
and Financial Times, very fine mint, never hinged ....
$122.50
321
#O43, 1902 1sh rose carmine and green overprinted GOVt
PARCELS, fine-very fine used ..................................
$200.00
ISLE OF MAN
#PF62/73, a selection of 12 different mint or used
322
QE Fiscal issues 10 mint (one block) and two used running
from 6d to £1. Very fine, never hinged. Gibbons catalogue £58
Est. Realization..........................................................
$40.00
JERSEY
#J1-46, 1969-82 Postage Due sets complete assembled on
323
Lighthouse hingeless pages, very fine mint, never hinged $97.40
MALAYA
324
#J6, 1924 12c ultramarine Postage Due issue on
29May30 cover. Bit of toning otherwise very fine. Gibbons #D6
Est. Realization..........................................................
$75.00
NEW ZEALAND
325
#61, 62, 1882 1p rose (65) and 2p violet (20) issues each with
advertising on the reverse, various colours and some inverted.
Generally fine, inspect Est. Realization.....................
$125.00
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Newfoundland a mint and used selection with mint #15A (no
gum), 72, 73, 124, 182 used #20, 27, 28A, 29, 30, 32A, 33, finevery fine. Inspect ........................................................
$995.00
327
Newfoundland a selection of 44 covers from the 1920's to
1940's. Note slogans, CAPO's, advertising, registered, First Days,
etc. Fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization...............
$100.00
NEWFOUNDLAND
328
#27/J3, selection of 18 used issues, mostly earlier including #27,
28(2), 31, 33, 34, 36, 38, 39, 40, etc. Some mixed condition.
Inspect ........................................................................
$422.00
326

PHILATELIC LITERATURE
329
330
331

three
cartons
full
of
various
literature.
Inspect.
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
$0.00
Scott catalogues 2006, vol's 1 through 6 complete, gently used
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
$0.00
carton
full
of
literature
and
covers.
Inspect.
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
$0.00

PHILATELIC SUPPLIES
332
333

334
335
336
337
338
339
340

Lighthouse Canada hingeless album with pages 1851 to 1978,
"gently" used Est. Realization ....................................
$75.00
selection of collector tools with portable UV lamp, Gibbons
colour key, Morley-Bright watermark detector, Micronta
30x portable microscope, and a perf gauge. All in good shape
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$35.00
carton full of various supplies including a KA-BE hingeless
Canada album with slipcase. Inspect Floor Sale Only
$0.00
two cartons full of albums, binders, pages, etc. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
$0.00
carton full of empty stamp and cover albums.
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
$0.00
carton of miscellaneous stuff including UV lamp. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
$0.00
carton full of albums - may even be some stamps left!
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
$0.00
two cartons with three ring binders and other stuff.
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
$0.00
three cartons full of various supplies Floor Sale Only
$0.00

CANADA COLLECTIONS AND LARGE LOTS
341

342

343

344

345

346

12

Canada a mint and used accumulation of mainly back-of-thebook issues with Official overprints and perfins, Postage Dues,
War Tax (#MR5 x 4 mint), and useful precancels including #V119(2), Brandon 2-90-I, and more. Generally fine-very fine with
never hinged and used cds throughout. Inspect .......... $1,481.70
Canada a group of 18 annual souvenir collections issued by
Canada Post with 1974 (3), 1976, 1977 (5), 1978 (4), 1979 (5).
Very fine mint, never hinged and most still in original unopened
packages. .................................................................... $1,305.00
Canada a collection of precancels with 373 different from Small
Queens to 1977 Floral definitives. Lots of smaller towns and
higher catalogue items will be found. Fine-very fine. Catalogued
using the Canada Standard Precancel Catalogue at ..... $1,200.00
Canada an accumulation of mint and used issues from Small
Queens onward. Note ½¢ Small Queens with Bleeker Street,
London East, and Halifax squared circles, 1¢ and 6¢ Small
Queens with Hamilton 5 numerals, pair 1¢ with Memramcook,
NB 19 grid cancel, various with cds cancels, various QV mint
with #74 pairs and block, and much more. Worth the time for a
close look, fine-very fine ............................................
$807.30
Canada all mint collection of issues from Queen Victoria
onward. Includes 2¢ Jubilee corner margin pair, 3¢ Jubilee block,
range of Admirals including 2¢ with lathework (2), 2¢ imperf,
useful Arch issue coils with line pairs, larger strips, 1935 KGV
Pictorial set with extra $1, KGVI Mufti issue coils with start and
stop ends, $1 Destroyer, War issue coils with start and stop ends,
and more. Few scattered faults but generally fine-very fine and
much is never hinged. Inspect Est. Realization ..........
$800.00
Canada a used wholesale selection of over 4,000 King George V
Admiral issues, all on piece between #104-109 plus War Tax.
Fine-very fine and a great lot for cancels. Catalogues about.
Inspect ........................................................................
$800.00
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Canada a group of 9 annual souvenir collections issued by
Canada Post for 1974 (2), 1975 (2), 1976 (2), 1977 (2), 1978; all
three hole punched. Also comes with a pair of 1978 Ships
commemorative packages. Very fine mint, never hinged $735.00
Canada accumulation of QE era plate blocks (72) and intact
booklets (50). Includes better like #926A, Animal series, etc.
Very fine mint, never hinged ......................................
$653.00
Canada collection of Small Queens assembled in a stock book
with over 800 stamps including 1¢, 3¢, 5¢, and 6¢ issues. This
old-time accumulation is rife with shades, fancy, coloured, and
other cancels and likely loaded with perf and other varieties.
Good hunting! Est. Realization .................................
$575.00
Canada a group of 13 annual souvenir collections issued by
Canada Post with 1980 (3), 1981 (2), 1982 (3), 1984, 1985, 1987,
1988, 1989. Very fine mint, never hinged and about half still in
original unopened packages .......................................
$510.00
Canada a used wholesale accumulation of 28,000 stamps with
#231-33, 249-52, 254, 284-87, 305-6. Fourteen different with
2,000 of each. Fine-very fine and apparently unchecked for
cancels. Inspect Est. Realization................................
$500.00
Canada small mint and used selection with used #66-73, 268273, O241-42, O262, mint E1-10. Fine or fine-very fine. Inspect
....................................................................................
$496.85
Canada the collection of 1898 2¢ Imperial Penny Postage
issue or "Map" stamp. All from plate 3, 170 stamps with
some duplication of positions. Fine or fine-very fine used.
Est. Realization..........................................................
$450.00
Canada the collection of 2 ring numeral cancels on Large and
Small Queens. The Large Queens include on 3¢ #5 (2), 6, 7, 9,
13, 14, 21, 27 and 6¢ #13. The Small Queens include on 1¢ #3
(3), 7 (2), 50 and the 3¢ #3 (3), 12 (2), 13, 15 (2), 21 (2), 23, 35,
38 (2), 40 (3), 41 (2), 43, 45, 47, 48, 50, 52, 53, 58 (2). Few
scattered faults but mostly nice clear strikes, 43 stamps. Inspect
Est. Realization..........................................................
$450.00
Canada a collection of R.P.O. cancels on covers and stamps from
Victorian to QE era. Contains about 500 stamps and over 40
covers or cards. Note attractive Admiral registered covers (legal
size), facing slips, etc. Nice group with better high RF items.
Inspect Est. Realization .............................................
$400.00
Canada the collection of 2 ring numeral cancels on Large and
Small Queens. Includes 3¢ Large Queen with #26, 46; 1¢ Small
Queen with #3, 12 (2), 3¢ Small Queen with #3 (4), 7 (3), 11 (2),
12, 13 (3), 15, 21, 26, 27, 28, 33, 36, 40 (2), 41 (2), 42, 45 (2), 46,
50, (2), 53 (3), 58. Also 3¢ Small Queen covers with #27 and #54
on 1871 cover (weak strike as usual). A nice range of shades and
strikes. Inspect Est. Realization .................................
$400.00
Canada the collection of Western Canada Cancels mostly on 1¢
and 3¢ Small Queens plus a few 2¢ Numerals. Note Altona,
Baldun, Crystal City, Glenboro, Glendale, Glenora, Hilton,
Kildonan, Wheatland, etc. About 120 items. Inspect.
Est. Realization..........................................................
$350.00
Canada collection/accumulation of various Christmas booklets,
cello packs, few Wilding mini-panes, etc. Very fine mint, never
hinged Est. Realization..............................................
$350.00
Canada collection of early 3¢ Small Queen issues
assembled on a stock page (34). Includes a lovely range of shades
with dull red, rose, copper red, plus some perf 11½'s,
fancy cancels, etc. Generally fine or fine-very fine used. Inspect!
Est. Realization..........................................................
$325.00
Canada the collection of Small Queens with town cancels, about
400 in total and mostly on the 3¢ issue and about 99% have clear,
identifiable strikes. Inspect Est. Realization ..............
$300.00
Canada the collection of fancy cancels on Small Queens,
90 stamps on the 1¢ and 3¢ issues with segmented corks,
rosettes, cross-roads, intaglio, letters, stars, etc., etc. Some
stamps with faults though a nice group for cancels. Inspect.
Est. Realization..........................................................
$300.00
Canada accumulation of modern private perfins with over 100
issues from the 1950's through the 1980's with various types. An
excellent variety of different stamps and denominations. Very
fine. Inspect Est. Realization .....................................
$300.00
Canada collection of Small Queens assembled on stock
pages (150+, one cover) with 1¢, 3¢, and 6¢ issues.
Shows a nice range of shades, cancels, with flags, fancies, etc.,
the odd jumbo margin and more. Fine and fine-very fine used.
Inspect Est. Realization .............................................
$300.00
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Canada collection of 1897 Queen Victoria Diamond Jubilee
issues including 1¢ (17), 2¢ (4), 3¢ (37), 5¢ (2), and 8¢. Selected
for cancels with mostly cds or squared circles, a fair number of
PEI. Fine and fine-very fine used Est. Realization.....
$275.00
Canada collection of fancy cancels on Small Queen 1¢ and 3¢
issues. Many early printings and better shades. Cancels include
crosses, stars, geometrics, crown, letters, flags, and some unlisted
items. A nice group! Inspect Est. Realization.............
$275.00
Canada collection of 3¢ Small Queen issues (180+) assembled
on stock pages. Nice range of shades, fancy or cork cancels, some
perf 11½'s, the odd jumbo margin, etc. Generally fine or fine-very
fine used. Inspect Est. Realization..............................
$250.00
Canada accumulation of 1,400 dated copies of the 3¢
Small Queen issues housed in a pair of stock books.
Great variety of towns with the majority having identifiable
towns. Inspect Est. Realization ..................................
$250.00
Canada accumulation of mostly modern issues assembled
on stock pages, fine-very fine mint, without gum. Face $800.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$200.00
Canada precancel accumulation of thousands upon
thousands of stamps from Small Queens to 1977 Floral
definitives separated and identified in glassines by Walburn
number. Stuffed into a shoebox, this thing is "jammed" with
stamps. Inspect Est. Realization.................................
$200.00
Canada accumulation of about 1,200 R.P.O. cancels on stamps
running from Small Queens through QE era. Note wide range of
useful and interesting material including 5¢ Jubilees, etc. Inspect
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$200.00
Canada a mint and used selection housed in a pair of
stock books. Includes used #119 (block), 122 (3), 158, 159, 176,
plus a good selection of $1 issues through #302, mint #261-262,
294 (2), 411 (3), C2 (2), O24, O32, etc. Nice clean group. Inspect
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$200.00
Canada the collection of 1898 2¢ Imperial Penny
Postage issue or "Map" stamp. All with re-entries including
the major re-entry, some duplication. Fine or fine-very fine used
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$200.00
Canada early cancellation accumulation with 350+ town cancels
on 1¢ Small Queens, 155+ town cancels on 2¢ Small Queens and
155+ squared circle cancels mostly on Small Queens. A nice
group that is worthy of a close review Est. Realization $200.00
Canada the collection of 1898 2¢ Imperial Penny Postage
issue or "Map" stamp. All from plate 2, 68 stamps with
some duplication of positions. Fine or fine-very fine used.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$175.00
Canada the collection of 1898 2¢ Imperial Penny Postage
issue or "Map" stamp. All from plate 1, 70 stamps with
some duplication of positions. Fine or fine-very fine used.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$175.00
Canada the collection of 1898 2¢ Imperial Penny Postage
issue or "Map" stamp. All from plate 5, 58 stamps with
some duplication of positions. Fine or fine-very fine used.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$175.00
Canada the collection of 1898 2¢ Imperial Penny Postage issue
or "Map" stamp. All from plate 3, 68 different positions. Fine or
fine-very fine used Est. Realization ...........................
$175.00
Canada the collection of Halifax squared circle cancels
on stamps and stamps on piece. Contains 275 items and
covers 1897-1899, all with clear, identifiable strikes. Fine-very
fine Est. Realization ...................................................
$175.00
Canada the collection of 1898 2¢ Imperial Penny Postage
issue or "Map" stamp. All from plate 2, 67 stamps with
some duplication of positions. Fine or fine-very fine used.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$175.00
Canada all used old-time accumulation of hundreds of stamps.
Mostly Victorian era with Small Queens, 3¢ Jubilees, etc. and the
range of useful cancels. Inspect Est. Realization........
$150.00
Canada useful accumulation of mint and used issues stuffed into
a box. Note a range of used Newfoundland with dated cancels,
scores of the Admiral issue with dated cancels, few mint stamps
scattered throughout, a couple of BNA books, and who knows
what else will be found. Inspect Est. Realization .......
$100.00
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Canada all used accumulation of over 2,070 stamps; 1570+
are private pefins including 11 from Newfoundland, about
500 are Official OHMS perfins. Looks like lots of useful
material with higher values, different dies, positions, etc. Inspect
Est. Realization..........................................................
$100.00
Canada
interesting
cancellation
collection
consisting
of 100 postal cards or picture post cards, mostly earlier
and a selection of over 1,000 Ontario town cancels on
stamps running from 1895-1985 (mostly 1950's to 1980's).
Inspect Est. Realization .............................................
$75.00
Canada huge bundleware accumulation of issues from #167
onward. Looks like mostly definitive issues but did spot
some commemoratives as well in this group of about 54,000
stamps. Could be good for the cancel collector to sort. Inspect
Est. Realization..........................................................
$75.00
Canada accumulation of modern 12¢ to $2 issues all uncancelled
without gum. Face $300 ++ Est. Realization.............
$60.00
Canada collection of about 1,800 different stamps from Small
Queens to modern housed in a stock book. Fine-very fine. Inspect
Est. Realization..........................................................
$60.00
Canada collection of about 1,600 different stamps from Small
Queens to modern housed in a stock book. Fine-very fine. Inspect
Est. Realization..........................................................
$50.00
Canada accumulation of 65 Small Queen issues running from 1¢
to 10¢ assembled on pages. Selected for shades and cancels. Nice
group which also includes a mint copy of the 2¢ green and mint
copies of the 2¢ vermilion and 5¢ green registration issues.
Inspect Est. Realization .............................................
$50.00
Canada all used accumulation of 250 packets of 100 stamps each
(25,000 total stamps). Includes commemoratives and definitives.
Inspect Est. Realization .............................................
$50.00
Canada accumulation of 1,500 stamps all from sheet corners
with selvedge attached. Good variety and very fine used.
Est. Realization..........................................................
$50.00
Canada large shoebox full of stamps, all off paper with likely
tens of thousands. Inspect Est. Realization................
$50.00
Canada accumulation of varieties assembled on stock pages,
likely a few hundred with mint, used, and a few covers. All
listed in either Unitrade or Darnell. Fine-very fine. Inspect.
Est. Realization..........................................................
$50.00
Canada shoebox stuffed with stamps on and off paper. Note
used on pieces of cheques, envelope of Admirals mint, various
other mints stuck to pages, some Worldwide material, etc. Inspect
Est. Realization..........................................................
$40.00
Canada all used accumulation off paper running from KGV
to modern. Thousands and may be good for cancels. Inspect.
Est. Realization..........................................................
$25.00
Canada large carton full of five trays of bundleware. Inspect
Floor Sale Only..........................................................
$0.00
Canada box of used issues with Revenues or revenue cancels.
Likely thousands. Floor Sale Only.............................
$0.00
Canada large carton full of stamps on paper.
Floor Sale Only..........................................................
$0.00
Canada large carton full of stamps on paper.
Floor Sale Only..........................................................
$0.00
Canada carton of on paper mixture Floor Sale Only
$0.00
Canada carton of on paper mixture Floor Sale Only
$0.00
Canada large carton full of stamps on paper
Floor Sale Only..........................................................
$0.00
Canada large carton full of stamps on paper.
Floor Sale Only..........................................................
$0.00
Canada on paper mixtures in two boxes with over 7 lb. 43¢ and
45¢ commemoratives. Inspect Floor Sale Only .........
$0.00
Canada large carton full of stamps on paper.
Floor Sale Only..........................................................
$0.00
Canada large carton full of stamps on paper.
Floor Sale Only..........................................................
$0.00
Canada large carton full of stamps on paper.
Floor Sale Only..........................................................
$0.00
Canada
carton
of
stamps
and
covers.
Inspect.
Floor Sale Only..........................................................
$0.00
Canada large carton full of stamps on paper.
Floor Sale Only..........................................................
$0.00
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Canada
carton
filled
with
bundleware.
Inspect.
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
$0.00
Canada
carton
full
of
on
paper
mixture.
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
$0.00
Canada carton of on paper mixture Floor Sale Only .
$0.00
Canada carton of on paper mixture Floor Sale Only .
$0.00
Canada
carton
full
of
on
paper
mixture.
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
$0.00
Canada carton of on paper mixture Floor Sale Only .
$0.00
Canada carton of on paper mixture Floor Sale Only .
$0.00
Canada large carton full of stamps on paper.
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
$0.00
Canada carton of on paper mixture Floor Sale Only .
$0.00
Canada carton of on paper mixture Floor Sale Only .
$0.00
Canada large carton filled with four trays of bundleware. Inspect
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
$0.00
Canada carton with two accumulations of many thousands, all
off paper filling two boxes. Mostly modern era issues. Generally
fine-very fine. Inspect Floor Sale Only ......................
$0.00
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collection of flag cancels on WWI era covers or cards assembled
on collectors album pages with write-ups. Includes Vancouver,
Victoria, Guelph, Montreal, Toronto, etc. and also note late uses
and more. A nice group (30+). Inspect Est. Realization $300.00
accumulation of several hundred covers (some fronts)
from Small Queens to the 1930's. Wide range including
early machine cancels, duplex, etc. Mixed condition. Inspect.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$200.00
box full of covers from early to modern. Note pair of 3¢ Large
Queens on covers, some military, postage dues, etc. Inspection
recommended as condition is mixed. Est. Realization
$150.00
accumulation of about 130 covers running from Small
Queens to modern. Includes about 40 Small Queen issues,
military, philatelic events, stamp dealers, cc. Advertising,
etc. Some mixed condition though mostly fine-very fine. Inspect
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$150.00
accumulation of several hundred cover running from Small
Queen postal cards onward. Includes over 100 registered covers,
15 Postage Due covers, a selection of post cards and other useful.
Some mixed condition but well worth the time for a close review
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$100.00
accumulation of 280+ covers (some fronts) all with
slogan cancels. Covers the years 1912 through 1968 with many
better and a good variety from various cities. Inspect.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$100.00
accumulation of R.P.O. cancels on 100 covers running
from Victorian to QE era. Good variety with Maritimes, Quebec,
Ontario, and Western Canada. Mostly fine-very fine. Inspect.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$100.00
interesting selection of 40 registered covers 1918-1963. Useful
for cancels and markings, etc. We note "keyhole," Exchange
Control Board labels, O.H.M.S., town cancels, etc. Worth a close
look Est. Realization ..................................................
$100.00
box full of covers from Small Queens onward, mostly
QV Numerals or KEVII issues. Some mixed condition but a
close inspection will reveal much worthwhile. Worth a look!
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$100.00
a group of covers from Admirals to 1960's all with British
Columbia cancels. Note slogans, nude indicia, Ashcroft,
Anyox, Bamfield, Cobble Hill, etc. Mostly fine-very fine. Inspect
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$85.00
accumulation of several hundred covers, mostly 1930's to 1960's.
Note registered, town cancels, etc. Nice lot. Inspect.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$75.00
box full of covers running from Small Queens to modern.
Note few Military, Quebec and Maritimes cancels, etc. Inspect
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$75.00
a group of 10 registered covers 1909 to 1936 from a bank
correspondence. Mostly larger size but useful frankings including
strip of 3 #91, useful Admirals with coils, etc. Mostly fine-very
fine. Inspect Est. Realization......................................
$50.00
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the selection of 2 ring numeral cancels with 2 ring 7 (RF 1) St.
John, NB JY 24 73 on 1¢ blue Victorian postal card (creased), 2
ring 28 (RF 4) Sarnia FE 21 74 on 1¢ blue Victorian postal card
(weak corner), and 2 ring 54 (RF 5) ties 3¢ Small Queen to soiled
cover Truro MR 23 76. Inspect Est. Realization........
$50.00
435
large shoebox full of covers, mostly modern but contains a wealth
of Western town cancels, B.C. advertising, postage due, etc.
Inspect Est. Realization .............................................
$50.00
436
box full of covers from Small Queens to about the 1950's
with advertising, registered, OHMS, etc. Condition is
very mixed so inspection recommended. Good study group.
Est. Realization..........................................................
$40.00
437
a pair of Private Post Cards for London and Port Stanley Railway.
Meter cancelled London Oct 10 and December 10, 1945 with L.
& P.S.Ry/P/OCT 13'45/TALBOT ST./ST. THOMAS, ONT.
(Ludlow #TS-105) and C.N.R.RYS./P/ DEC 11'45/LONDON,
ONT. (Ludlow #TS-20m). Very fine Est. Realization
$35.00
438
carton full of covers from the 1950's onward. Good for cancels.
Inspect Floor Sale Only .............................................
$0.00
carton commercial mail and box of on paper mix.
439
Floor Sale Only..........................................................
$0.00
440
carton full of covers, mostly from the 1950's. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only..........................................................
$0.00
441
property as received in carton with ppc's, old envelopes, etc.
Could be some surprises. Inspect Floor Sale Only.....
$0.00
442
carton full of modern postal stationery, mint or F.D.C. Very clean
and mostly postal cards and airgrammes with lots of face value.
Inspect Floor Sale Only .............................................
$0.00
443
carton full of covers from the 1950's onward.
Floor Sale Only..........................................................
$0.00
444
carton full of covers, 1950's onward Floor Sale Only
$0.00
445
box full of covers including postal stationery (used), mostly
modern. Inspect Floor Sale Only ...............................
$0.00
446
carton of mostly modern commercial mail. Good for cancels with
over 670 items. Inspect Floor Sale Only....................
$0.00
447
carton full of covers with just about everything including the
unusual. Inspect Floor Sale Only ...............................
$0.00
448
carton full of covers, mostly from the 1950's. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only..........................................................
$0.00
449
carton full of covers, early to modern. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only..........................................................
$0.00
450
carton full of covers, mostly from the 1950's. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only..........................................................
$0.00
451
carton full of unused postal stationery, hundreds with
aerogrammes, post cards, etc. Inspect Floor Sale Only
$0.00
452
#2-ST, 1984 "Stic 'n Tic" experimental label on 100 covers all
postally used with machine cancels. Inspect .............. $2,000.00
COUNTY AND AREA POSTAL HISTORY
453
Brant County a collection of about 65 covers assembled
on pages running from Small Queens to QE all with duplex
cancels. Mostly Brantford or Paris but a variety of hammers.
Inspect Est. Realization .............................................
$150.00
454
Elgin County box full of covers running from Small
Queens onward. Note a wide range of towns and cancels
with squared circles, split rings, advertising, etc., etc. Inspect.
Est. Realization..........................................................
$150.00
455
French River, Ontario, wonderful collection of covers, cards and
research material from this area. Runs from Small Queens
onward and includes a few cancels on stamps as well. Inspection
likely to be rewarded! Est. Realization......................
$100.00
456
Lambton County collection of post office markings on covers,
piece and stamps. Includes small towns and Sarnia sub-offices.
Inspect Est. Realization .............................................
$50.00
457
Lambton County small box full of covers or cards from KEVII
to modern. Inspect Est. Realization ...........................
$50.00
458
London, Ontario, box of covers from Small Queen postal cards
onward including advertising, registered, various hammers, etc.
Inspect Est. Realization .............................................
$50.00
459
Middlesex County box of covers and post cards from various
towns (no London). Inspect Est. Realization .............
$75.00
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1851-1859 PENCE ISSUES
460
#8TC, 1857 ½p rose trial colour proof in india. Thinned at top but
very fine appearing .....................................................
$250.00
1859-1864 FIRST CENTS ISSUES
#14, 15, a selection of 1¢ and 5¢ issues. Includes 21 copies of the
461
1¢ issue with shades, perfs, offsets, and 4 ring numerals. Also 20
of the 5¢ issue covers with 2 pairs, RPO Q222, numeral 37 in
grid, etc., etc. Many ex. Nickle. Some mixed condition. Inspect!
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$525.00
462
#14, 15, 1¢ rose and 5¢ vermilion (18) fine used all with 4 ring
numeral cancels including #11, 17, 18 (2), 19, 21, 23 (2), 26 (3),
29, 31 (2), 37, 40 with clear to weak strikes. Inspect.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$100.00
463
#14/19, a selection of issues with 1¢ (14), 5¢ (27), 10¢, 12½¢
(10), 17¢ (4), a nice range of shades and cancels. The odd fault
but mostly fine and nice examples .............................. $1,090.00
464
#15, 5¢ vermilion, 40 copies unchecked for plate flaws or other
varieties, fine used ......................................................
$600.00
465
#15, 5¢ vermilion tied to four covers each with a 4 ring
numeral cancel; Niagara OC 31 65 (4 ring 23), Sarnia MR 3 64 (4
ring 34), St. Thomas OC 12 1867 (4 ring 40), and St. Thomas
NOV 14 186 (missing last digit, 4 ring 40). Few stamps
faulty but nice clear strikes of these four rings. Inspect.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$100.00
466
#20TCii, 1864 2¢ green colour trial proof in india on card.
Engravers slip in bottom right value. Very fine ..........
$200.00
1868-1876 LARGE QUEEN ISSUES
467
#21-30, an extensive selection of ½¢ to 15¢ issues with
½¢ (5), 1¢ (7), 2¢ (11), 3¢ (18), 5¢ (2), 6¢ (5), 12½¢ (7), and
15¢ (27). Shows a nice range of shades, papers and cancels with
two and four rings, cds, etc. Some faults but mostly nice
examples ..................................................................... $1,600.00
468
#25, 3¢ red, fine used with a Kingston 9 fancy cancel. (D&S
Type 11) Est. Realization ...........................................
$40.00
469
#30c, 15¢ deep violet on thick paper, fine used .......... $1,000.00
470
#33, 3¢ red on horizontally laid paper with a strong vertical vergé
line, fine used ..............................................................
$900.00
1870-1897 SMALL QUEEN ISSUES
471
#34-47, a selection of ½¢ to 50¢ issues assembled on stock pages
with ½¢ (32), 1¢ (13), 2¢ (19), 3¢ (24), 5¢ (19), 6¢ (13), 8¢ (29),
10¢ (31), 20¢ (11), and 50¢ (2). Shows a range of shades and
cancels, some with obvious faults but many nice fine-very fine
examples as well. Inspect ........................................... $1,460.00
472
#36, accumulation of hundreds of 2¢ issues on piece, filled with
useful cancels. Inspect Est. Realization......................
$75.00
473
#37, 3¢ orange red (oxidized) tied by smudged 2 ring 33 (RF 7)
cancel Sherbrooke AP 30 74, flap missing otherwise nice cover
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$50.00
474
#37, 41, accumulation of hundreds of the 3¢ issue from an oldtime hoard. We took a quick look and note loads of useful
cancels. Inspect Est. Realization ................................
$75.00
475
#37, 41, accumulation of 225 fully dated 3¢ issues with a wide
$75.00
variety of towns. Inspect Est. Realization ..................
476
#37a, 3¢ rose tied by 2 ring 35 (RF 4) cancel Lindsay
MR 17 73 to Orono with Newcastle b/s. Nice clean cover.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$75.00
477
#37a, 3¢ rose tied by nice strike of 2 ring 18 (RF 7)
cancel Yarmouth N.S. AU 24 71. Nice clean cover.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$75.00
478
#37b, 3¢ copper red tied by 2 ring 54 (RF 5) Truro JU 24 70.
Repaired tear at upper left otherwise a clean cover with a great
strike Est. Realization ................................................
$75.00
#41a, 41i, the collection of 3¢ rose carmine and deep rose
479
carmine issues assembled on a collector's exhibition pages.
Contains 23 stamps (each dated) and 5 covers. Dates run from
October 2, 1888 (very early date) to February 25, 1889. Fine-very
fine. Outstanding group! Est. Realization ..................
$600.00
480
#41a, 41i, selection of 3¢ Small Queen issues (21), the rose
carmine and deep rose carmine shades of 1888-89. Note a variety
of cancels including duplex numerals, corks, etc. Fine and finevery fine used Est. Realization...................................
$150.00
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1897 DIAMOND JUBILEE ISSUES
481
#51, 53, a group of 1¢ (11) all with squared circle cancels and 3¢
(20) with squared circle and flag type 1-4 cancels assembled on
album pages. Nice clear cancels and very fine used with many
jumbo copies Est. Realization ...................................
$150.00
482
#53, 3¢ bright rose, a selection of 118 copies mostly with town or
squared circle cancels, some faults, generally fine used $206.50
#54P, 5¢ blue, a vertical proof pair in india on card, very fine
483
...................................................................................
$150.00
484
#56, 8¢ dark violet, very fine mint, original gum (dist), hinged
...................................................................................
$150.00
485
#57, 10¢ brown violet, two copies, fine mint, lightly hinged
...................................................................................
$140.00
486
#58, 15¢ steel blue, fine mint, original gum hinged ...
$125.00
487
#59, 20¢ vermilion, fine mint, original gum (dist), lightly hinged
....................................................................................
$125.00
488
#59, 59i, 20¢ vermilion, fine used with Montreal 9 roller cancel
and 20¢ deep vermilion, fine used with Winnipeg 2 roller cancel
....................................................................................
$265.00
489
#60, 50¢ ultramarine, fine used with both a cds and crayon cancel
....................................................................................
$115.00
490
#61, $1 lake, fine used with a light cancel across corner $600.00
491
#62, $2 dark purple, very fine used with a Union Stn. Toronto 2
roller cancel ................................................................
$750.00
492
#64, $4 purple, a touch faded otherwise fine used with a smudged
cancel .........................................................................
$750.00
1897-1908 LEAF, NUMERAL, AND KING EDWARD VII
ISSUES
493
#77, 1899 2¢ carmine QV Numeral issue tied to illustrated ad
cover "Cameron Dunn Manufacturing Co.," Strathroy JUN 4 02
to London, very fine Est. Realization ........................
$25.00
494
#89-95, 1903-1908 KEVII set complete with extras including 2¢
booklet single, 10¢ (4), 20¢ (3) and 50¢ (1). Selected for
centering and shade (each different). Very fine used, nice group!
Est. Realization..........................................................
$200.00
495
#90, 1903 2¢ carmine KEVII issue tied to illustrated ad cover
"The London Shoe Co.," by St. Thomas & Windsor RY P.O.
w/OC25/07 to Rodney. Very fine Est. Realization.....
$30.00
496
#90, 1903 2¢ carmine KEVII issue tied to illustrated ad cover
"The Steele Fruit Co.," London May 25, 1909 to Rodney, very
fine Est. Realization ..................................................
$25.00
497
#90, 1903 2¢ carmine KEVII issue tied to illustrated ad cover
"Gorman Eckert & Co.," London Mar 11, 1910 to Rodney, very
fine Est. Realization ..................................................
$25.00
1911-1925 KING GEORGE V ADMIRAL ISSUES
498
#104, 1911 1¢ dark green, a selection of 5,000 copies, fine-very
fine used ..................................................................... $1,000.00
499
#105, 1922 1¢ yellow orange, a selection of 3,910 copies, finevery fine used .............................................................
$782.00
500
#106, 1911 2¢ carmine, a selection of 1,000 copies, fine-very fine
used ............................................................................ $1,000.00
501
#106, 1911 2¢ carmine tied to illustrated ad cover "McCormick
Mf'g Co'y Limited," London Sep 4 1917 to local letter with
multicoloured enclosure. Reverse is all over illustrated, bit of
damage to flap Est. Realization .................................
$15.00
502
#107, 1922 2¢ yellow green, a selection of 5,000 copies, finevery fine used ............................................................. $1,000.00
503
#108, 1918 3¢ brown, a selection of 1,000 copies, fine-very fine
used ............................................................................ $1,000.00
504
#108, 1918 3¢ brown tied to illustrated ad cover "London
Concrete Machinery Co.," London Feb 2, 1923 to Syracuse, NY.
Reverse is all over illustrated. Trivial stain at left side otherwise
very fine Est. Realization ..........................................
$25.00
505
#109, 1923 3¢ carmine, a selection of 1,000 copies, fine-very fine
used ............................................................................ $1,000.00
506
#127-129, 2¢ carmine, 2¢ green, and 3¢ brown perf. 8 vertically
coil pairs, very fine mint, never hinged ......................
$230.00
CONFEDERATION TO MODERN ISSUES
507
#135, 1917 3¢ brown Confederation issue tied to illustrated ad
cover "Darch and Hunter Seed Co.," London Nov 3, 1917 to
Hamilton, very fine Est. Realization..........................
$25.00
508
#158, 1929 50¢ Bluenose issue, fine-very fine mint, lightly
hinged ........................................................................
$275.00
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509
#
510
#
511
#
512
#
513
#
514
#
515

#159, 1929 $1 olive green Parliament issue, straight edge at top
and gum wrinkle otherwise very fine mint, ogh .........
$450.00
#160, 1929 1¢ orange King George V Scroll issue coil pair, very
fine mint, lightly hinged .............................................
$110.00
#176, 1930 50¢ Grand Pre, fine-very fine mint, likely regummed
although appears never hinged ...................................
$225.00
#177, 1930 $1 dark olive green Mt. Edith Cavell issue, fine-very
fine mint, lightly hinged .............................................
$225.00
#205-7, 1933 1¢ to 3¢ King George V Medallion issue coil pairs,
very fine mint, lightly hinged .....................................
$130.00
#217-227, 1938 King George V Pictorial set complete, very fine
mint and all but the $1 are never hinged .....................
$213.75
#233, 1937 3¢ red King George VI Mufti issue on illustrated ad
cover "London Chamber of Commerce, London Nov 13 1937 to
Yonkers, NY. Front is toned by reverse is all over multi-coloured
illustrated. Nice cover Est. Realization ......................
$25.00
#
516
#249-262, C7-8, 1942-43 King George VI War issue
set complete, including Air Mails, very fine mint, lightly hinged
.....................................................................................
$208.00
#
#268-273, 1946 Peace set complete (20¢ creased), plus extra
517
copy of the $1 value, fine-very fine mint, never hinged $141.00
#
518
#339ii/339iv, 1954 3¢ carmine rose QEII Wilding issue, 400
copies on fluorescent paper with F, HB, and SF papers. Fine-very
fine used Est. Realization...........................................
$75.00
#
519
#727/1382, selection of used $1 items with fifty x #727 and 100 x
all others, fine-very fine used .....................................
$362.50
520
#952ii, 1985 34¢ Parliament imperf vertical block of four with no
score line visible, very fine mint, never hinged ..........
$75.00
SPECIAL DELIVERY ISSUES
521
#E1iv, 1898 10¢ deep blue green, a shallow gum thin otherwise
very fine mint, ogh ......................................................
$250.00
REGISTRATION ISSUES
#F1, F2, selection of 2¢ orange issues, 30 fine-very fine used
522
copies with a range of shades and cancels and 5¢ green, 20 finevery fine used copies with shades and cancels plus 3 mint copies,
fine ogh (dist). Inspect ................................................
$450.00
523
#F1b, 1888 2¢ rose carmine, just a speck of a thin otherwise fine
used with a nice segmented cork cancel .....................
$95.00
524
#F3, 8¢ dull blue, fine-very fine used and very lightly cancelled
.....................................................................................
$337.50
POSTAGE DUE ISSUES
525
#J1-5, J1c, J2c, J4c, 1906-28 1¢ to 10¢ Postage Due set complete
plus the red violet shades, very fine mint, lightly hinged $415.00
OFFICIAL ISSUES
526
#O9, 1949 50¢ Lumbering overprinted O.H.M.S., very fine mint,
lightly hinged ..............................................................
$220.00
REVENUE ISSUES
#FB34P, 1865 $ red and green Bill stamp, a proof pair in india on
527
card, very fine mint Est. Realization ..........................
$75.00
528
#FB35P, 1865 $2 red and violet Bill stamp a proof pair in india
on card, very fine Est. Realization .............................
$75.00
#FB36P, 1865 $3 red and blue Bill stamp, a proof pair in india on
529
card, very fine mint Est. Realization ..........................
$75.00
530
#FX49, 3/20 on 1/10 o/p CENT, a block of 50, bit of perf
separation otherwise fine-very fine used .................... $1,750.00
531
#FX49, 3/20 on 1/10 o/p CENT, blocks of four, ten, and sixteen,
fine-very fine used ...................................................... $1,050.00

End Of The Auction.
Thank You For Participating!
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WANTED!
COLLECTIONS

ACCUMULATIONS
BETTER STAMPS
COVERS
FOR OUTRIGHT PURCHASE OR CONSIGNMENT.
CONTACT OUR OFFICE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
(519) 681-3420
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